Gorged on greed and debt the US zombie capitalist system is undergoing a massive collapse after being kicked in the nuts by a little virus. Decades of sucking the life out of the Public Health Service--hospitals, clinics, staff, the “Greatest and Richest country in the world?!” was unable to effectively protect the US public health after receiving at least two months notice about the developing pandemic. With a robust Public Health system a rapid and effective force could have been easily mobilized to prepare for the infection: Labs to run tests, staff to track the infected and their contacts, beds for the sick. Our great leaders once again bailed out the capitalist profit makers, the banks and corporations, with $1.5 Trillion dollars and then Congress could only manage to give 20% of workers some sick days. We are where we are because this rotten capitalist system always puts profits first, that is the nature of the monster. This zombie is prepared to take down millions of workers as it goes into a reinforcing spiral to a major depression.

We can and must make a new world.
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